
December’s stock 
market fall a 
‘glitch’: Trump
WASHINGTON:  US President Donald Trump
on Wednesday played down the stock market’s
drop at the end of 2018, calling it a “glitch” and
saying the market will again go up once vari-
ous trade deals are settled. Trump, who has re-
peatedly posted messages on Twitter extolling
stock market gains, said the Federal Reserve
should help keep markets stable.

“We had a little glitch in the stock market
last month,” he told reporters at a Cabinet
meeting, adding that it had risen since he was
elected at the end of 2016. “And it’s going to
go up once we settle trade issues, and once a
couple of other things happen.”

“We need a little help from the Fed ... but
we’re going to be good. The trade deals are
kicking in,” he added later. Trump in the final
months of 2018 repeatedly attacked the Fed,
blaming market volatility on the central
bank’s steady and gradual interest-rate in-
creases and calling it the “only problem” for
the US economy.

The Fed has a dual mandate to promote
maximum employment and stable prices. US
stocks in 2018 had their worst year in a decade,
heavily driven by steep price drops in the last
quarter. On Wednesday, the first trading day of
2019, stocks stumbled on investor fears over a
global economic slowdown. Fears were fueled
by reports that factory activity weakened
across much of Europe and Asia in December
due to the US-China trade war. —Reuters

PARIS: European aircraft manufacturer Air-
bus said yesterday it had finalized the sale
of 120 A220-300 single-aisle jets worth $11
billion (9.7 billion euros).  Sixty of the air-
craft would go to low-cost US carrier Jet-
Blue and another 60 to a start-up
codenamed Moxy that is to begin opera-
tions in 2021, Airbus said.

Airbus acquired in 2017 the A220-300
aircraft line, which Canadian firm Bom-
bardier developed as its CSeries, and which
represents a new generation designed for
airlines seeking 100-150 seat planes.

Bombardier had struggled to win cus-
tomers even though the planes offered fuel-
savings similar to a new class of larger
aircraft sold by Airbus and US rival Boeing.
“JetBlue has proven there is no contradic-
tion between economic efficiency and a

high quality product,” said Airbus Chief
Commercial Officer Christian Scherer in a
statement. 

“Their endorsement of the A220 proves
this aircraft meets those two criteria better
than any alternative in its segment,” he
added. Moxy is an airline venture led by
David Neeleman, founder of JetBlue and
Azul Brazilian Airlines and who is now the
controlling investor in TAP Air Portugal.

The aircraft are to be assembled in a
new Airbus factory in the US state of Ala-
bama, with work to begin later this month.
The A220’s seating capacity falls between
that of traditional commuter planes and
Airbus’ A320 family, which can seat from
180 to 240 people and which has become
an airline workhorse on medium-range
routes.  —AFP

Airbus finalizes $11bn in 
sales of A220-300 jets

US carrier JetBlue and startup Moxy to buy aircraft

A file photo shows the new Airbus A220-300 parked on the tarmac at the Airbus delivery center, in Colomiers
southwestern France. —AFP

How to handle 
the US-China 
trade talks
NEW YORK:  As US and Chinese delegations pre-
pare for upcoming trade talks in Beijing, the two
countries’ disputes over tariffs and trade are rattling
markets, businesses, governments, consumers and
workers across the globe. All of this corrosive un-
certainty was entirely predictable - and explains
why Presidents Donald Trump and Xi Jinping failed
to reach an agreement when they met at the G20
summit in Buenos Aires in November.

Elaborate negotiations take tenacity, expertise
and planning. They also take time. There are cer-
tainly real challenges in the US-China relationship.
And virtually all progress Washington makes with
its Chinese counterparts has come from an intense
series of talks. At one point in the negotiations to
allow US beef access into Chinese markets, for ex-
ample, the battle was down to experts debating a
final letter - whether or not to include the letter “s”
at the end of the word cow to determine traceabil-
ity requirements for American cattle. But this ap-
proach works. From these agreements and
countless other negotiations, clear lessons emerge.
Here are some of them: 

PLAN: Negotiations like these require intense
preparation. They require input from experts on
the region and the issues - and forethought on
which of a wide array of options your side would
like to resolve, knowing that most will be cast
aside and the focus will ultimately center on a
handful of true priorities. During a 2014 visit be-
tween Presidents Barack Obama and Xi, this
planning resulted in agreements on everything
from climate to trade to visa validity and more.

KNOW WHERE YOU’LL GO - AND WHERE
YOU WON’T: Chinese negotiators come to these
discussions immensely well-prepped, with clear
knowledge of where they might give and where

they won’t. Their American counterparts typically
do as well. To not do so is to lose before you walk
through the door. By drawing firm lines on free-
dom of navigation in the South China Sea, free-
dom of the press and more, the United States has
long made clear where defined boundaries exist.
It’s when and where the give exists elsewhere that
it gets more interesting.

FIND LEVERAGE: When Chinese economic
espionage spiked in 2015, Washington threatened
sanctions ahead of a US summit with Xi. Rather
than face those sanctions and the prospect of a
challenging state visit, China sent a special envoy
from the Communist Party’s central committee
ahead of that visit as it scrambled to undo the
damage done.

Like Trump’s tariffs or not, they have provided
the US president with leverage. Whether or not
that leverage will yield enduring outcomes de-
pends on what he does with it.

USE THAT LEVERAGE: Those cyber nego-
tiations yielded a US-China accord that not only
still stands, but reduced cyber incursions dramat-
ically in the years that followed. It was the fear of
these sanctions and an underwhelming state visit
plus intense negotiations that drove the US suc-
cess. Some of those same fears exist now.

DETAILS MATTER: This is where experts on
the National Security Council and agencies like the
State Department matter most. From human rights
and civil society concerns on through market access
and intellectual property, negotiators can exploit
vagaries to deny or delay for months and even years
if they don’t want to comply without specific terms
and dates.

It took pushing up against too many non-specific
promises by Chinese officials claiming “we’ll soon
be dining on American beef” for that beef access to
finally happen, and even longer to secure approval
to sell US biotech. A World Trade Organization de-
cision and countless pushes finally got US credit
cards accepted into Chinese markets last year. 

PUSH BOUNDARIES, BUT TAKE YES FOR
AN ANSWER: When it’s clear, after extensive
back and forth, that you can make progress and
there’s no more yield, bank the win.

Negotiations to encourage China to join the
Paris climate accords took months of envoys fly-
ing back and forth before Beijing finally set real
emissions targets - and stuck to them. While it
wasn’t everything the US side sought, China’s
agreement was a stunning development that led
other countries to announce emissions reductions
and join the agreement as well.

Trump’s approach counters a number of these
lessons. He appears to engage in little substantive
pre-negotiation planning beyond the stagecraft
and has repeatedly squandered his “final say”
leverage by trying to solve longstanding crises
without the necessary preparation, details or ex-
perts on hand to help seal the deal.

That discordant approach is how the Trump
administration ended up with a series of pur-
ported wins from China that are mainly rehashed
promises. It’s why the president bargained for an-
other shot at a Qualcomm-NXP merger that was
dead for months and even the companies involved
don’t want to revive. And it results in announce-
ments made, clarified, backtracked and more.

The US-China relationship faces real prob-
lems. But it takes knowing the issues and the po-
tential outcomes, and the substantive engagement
of policy experts, for US negotiators to get real
yield. Instead, Americans have been left with a
myriad of unanswered questions on issues like
auto tariffs and what will happen when the 90-
day “truce deadline” expires in March.

Trump was encouraged by his call with Xi in
recent days, tweeting that “big progress” is being
made. Xi’s message was more tempered, saying
both sides had been working hard to reach con-
sensus and that he hoped they “will meet each
other halfway.”

The financial world, the global markets and US
political allies - not to mention the American pub-
lic - crave both progress and certainty. In Buenos
Aires, Washington and Beijing set a 90-day win-
dow to resolve the tariff issue. But much like when
the clock began ticking, without a plan going into
these negotiations, there won’t be real outcomes
emerging from them. The United States can - and
should - do better.  —Reuters
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